We
could
not
find
a
more
deserving
#HearingisEssential t-shirt drive recipient than Eli. he is
a twelve-year Marine Corp member with tours of duty in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
Ironically, Eli was severely injured in a training exercise.
While leading a group of marines in training, a flashbang grenade malfunctioned close to Eli. The blast
resulted in Eli sustaining severe facial injuries,
permanent hearing loss, and tinnitus.
In addition to helping Eli connect with his wife and
young family through better hearing, a tinnitus masker
is built into his hearing aids. Like nearly everyone with
tinnitus, we cannot cure the ringing in Eli's ears, but we
can give him tools to make his life better.
Thanks to all who helped with our #HearingisEssential
charity drive. Our first patient is Lukys pictured with
Amanda. He is a charming 14-year-old with severe
hearing problems. Ear infections, tubes, and endless
doctor visits have not dimmed his zest for life.
Like nearly everyone we fit for hearing aids at Advanced
Hearing, we cannot cure Lukys' hearing problem, but
we can make his life better!
Why don't you give $20 to #HearingisEssential and get
a t-shirt, or better yet buy hearing aids and get on FREE!
We are continuing our #HearingisEssential charity drive. If you would like to
nominate a worthy cause, please call 1-888-700-4237. Donations are gratefully
accepted.
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Hearing loss is a Global Issue
360 million people, including 32 million children, worldwide have
disabling hearing loss
In developing counties, fewer than one out of 40 people who need
hearing aids have one.
One in 5 Americans suffers from hearing loss.
One in 6 teens in the United States has permanent hearing loss
caused by high-volume sounds.
Starkey Hearing Foundation conducts hearing missions in the United States and around
the globe in an effort to bring the gift of hearing to those in need. To date, Starkey Hearing
Foundation has given more than 1.8 million hearing aids to people in need throughout the
world. They are building a global network of sustainable Community-Based Hearing
HealthCare programs - and you can help. Visit www.donate.starkeyhearingfoundation.org
Starkey Hearing Foundation has temporarily suspended services due to Covid19 and
travel restrictions. Educational programs and aftercare programs are continuing due to
volunteers in the communities.

Here is a fun way to
help a worthy cause.

FREE WITH
PURCHASE

Advanced Hearing Aid Service
your local hearing
and tinnitus experts!
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